1. The hierarchy of invariant subgroups. The subgroups of a group may be classified according to the operations which leave them invariant. There are first the normal subgroups of the group G, characterized by the fact that they are transformed into themselves by the inner automorphisms of G; and for this reason they had at one time appropriated the term "invariant subgroup." There are next the characteristic subgroups of G which are left invariant by every automorphism of (3. Clearly not every subgroup of G is normal, unless G belongs to a comparatively special class of groups, the so-called abelian and hamiltonian groups; and neither is in general every normal subgroup characteristic, though this may happen too (for example, in cyclic groups and in simple groups).
These two classes of subgroups are well known, but for our purposes they are too big. There is next the class of subgroups which we shall term for lack of a better name strictly characteristic. A subgroup S of G belongs to this class if S f £S whenever ƒ is an endomorphism 1 of G and G / = G. The distinction between characteristic and strictly characteristic subgroups does not cut very deep, since there exists a very big class of groups with the following property:
(Q) UI is an endomorphism of G such that G fs =G 1 
then f is an automorphism of G.
This postulate (Q) is satisfied by every finite group and more generally by every group satisfying the ascending chain condition for normal subgroups. But the Q-groups are not exhausted by the groups just mentioned, witness the free groups on a finite number of generators. 2 However, there exist groups that are not Q-groups, for instance the rational numbers modulo 1 and the free groups on an infinity of generators; and an example of a characteristic subgroup which is not strictly characteristic will be constructed in Appendix I.
Finally we have the fully invariant subgroups. 8 A subgroup 5 of the group G is termed fully invariant if S f S S for every endomorphism ƒ of G. Examples of groups whose centers are not fully invariant are easily constructed. 4 On the other hand it is readily verified that the center is always a strictly characteristic subgroup. For if z is an element in the center of the group G, and if & = G is satisfied by the endomorphism ƒ of G, then there exists to every element x in G an element y in G satisfying x=y f ; and we find
so that z f is in the center too. Examples of fully invariant subgroups are obtained by forming the subgroup G n generated by all the nth. powers of elements in G, or the commutator subgroup (G, G) of G which is generated by all the commutators (x, y)~x~ ' 1 y"~lxy. More generally it may be said that the "word subgroups" in the sense of B. Neumann and P. Hall 5 are fully invariant whereas the "marginal subgroups" may only be shown to be characteristic.
The importance of characteristic subgroups stems from the fact that they themselves and their quotient groups are group invariants. But if we compare different groups, we have to have a method for deciding which are "corresponding" invariants of the different groups. 6 For it would not do to compare the structure of G 3 with the structure of fl 6 or the order of G with the maximum order of the elements in H. We indicate one such possibility of comparing the fully invariant subgroups of different groups. If S is a subgroup of the group G, then we denote by (G->JEf; S) the subgroup of the group H which is generated by all the elements s f for s an element in S and ƒ a homomorphism of G into H.
It is readily seen that (G->H; S)
is always a fully invariant subgroup of H; and if S is a fully invariant subgroup of G, then we have (H-+G;(G->H;S))gS.
Equality we cannot always expect. But if G and H are both free groups on an infinity of generators, then equality holds, so that the fully characteristic subgroups of G ànd H form isomorphic partially ordered sets. 
CHARACTERISTIC SUBGROUPS
Let F be a finite group which is not abelian. Then F contains a cyclic subgroup T which is not part of the center of F. Denote by Z a cyclic group whose order equals the order of T and denote by G(0) the direct product of F and Z. It is clear that Z is part of the center of G(0) and that there exists an endomorphism ƒ(0) of G(0) which maps F upon 1 and which effects an isomorphism of Z upon T.
Since G(0) is a finite group, there exists a free group G(l) on a finite number of generators and a homomorphism/(l) of G(l) upon the (full) group G(0). Denote by G{i) for Ki groups isomorphic to G(l) and by f{i) an isomorphism of G(i) upon G(i -1) for 1 <i. Finally let G be the free product 8 of all the groups G{i) for 0£i. Then there exists 9 one and only one endomorphism ƒ of G which induces f{i) in G(i) for O^i; and it is clear that G~&.
Suppose now that B is a finite subgroup of G. Then it follows from a theorem on the subgroups of free products 10 that B is the free product of a free group V and of groups of the form 11 BC\x~" l G($)x. But B is a finite group and therefore it cannot contain a free group different from 1, nor can it be the free product of two groups different from 1. On the other hand free groups do not possess finite subgroups different from 1, since subgroups of free groups are free. 12 Thus we have shown the following fact.
If B is a finite subgroup of
Denote now by C the subgroup of G which is generated by the * Baer [3] . From the theorems 13 on subgroups of free products one deduces now that C is the free product of D and of some conjugates to D in G. Thus D is a free factor of C and is consequently the crosscut of C and G(0). This shows in particular that T is not part of C. But T is part of C', since £>' = £>'«» = 7\ Hence C is not a strictly characteristic subgroup of G. 
But so far only the derived and the lower central series seem to have proved interesting. A systematic method of constructing higher commutator subgroups has been evolved by P. Hall.
14 But his constructions are too involved to be sketched in a few words.
The calculus of commutator subgroups is based on the following simple formulas, which are easily verified by direct computation.
16
(1)
If X, F, Z are subgroups of the group G, then one deduces from these i 9 44l
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formulas the following results. F) ).
An induction argument using the definitions of derived and lower central series as well as formulas (4) and (5) Thus the derived series decreases much more rapidly than the lower central series. Another significant distinction between these two series is the fact that G (W) is a fully invariant subgroup of G (i) whereas * +1 G need not be a fully invariant subgroup of f G. A property common to both these series is the fact that the quotient groups of successive members are abelian.
Special properties of such series of fully invariant subgroups are invariant properties of the underlying groups and may therefore be used for characterizing special classes of groups. We give two examples of such properties.
(S) 1 is the crosscut of the groups G (0 . (N) 1 is the crosscut of the groups *G. It is an immediate consequence of formula (6) that every AT-group is an 5-group, though the converse is not true. In fact, finite 5-groups are just the soluble groups whereas finite iV-groups are exactly the nilpotent groups. 18 Finite nilpotent groups are known to be direct products of ^-groups ; and this theorem may be generalized as follows.
Every N-group without elements of order
19 0 is the direct product of {finite or infinite) p-groups. 20 In Appendix II we prove this theorem and we construct an example of a p-group P satisfying P (2) = 1, though it is not an iV-group, showing that the converse of the above theorem does not hold.
AT-groups generated by a finite number of elements may be shown to be Q-groups (as defined in §1), 21 though there exist S-groups generated by two elements which are not Q-groups. Finally we indicate a method 23 for proving that a given group G is an i\f-group. Suppose that the ring R contains an identity element 1 (satisfying rl~lr = r for every r in i?), that 0 is the crosscut of the powers P* of the two-sided ideal P in i?, and that G is a multiplicative group of elements in R meeting the requirement :
gssl modulo P for g in G.
If g is an element in G, then there exist uniquely determined elements g', g" in P such that g = 1 +g' and g~x = 1 +g"; and g" belongs to P* if g' is an element in P\ If g, h are elements in G, and if W, h" belong to P\ then (g. *) -(1 + g")(l + *")(! + «0(1 + *0 s 1 + g" + A" + £*+*' + g"g' + ^V modulo P«* s 1 modulo P f+1 .
Thus one is able to prove by complete induction the following fact : If g belongs to *G, then g SE 1 modulo P m . Consequently G itself is an JV-group, since the crosscut of the ideals P i is 0. If T and S S T are normal subgroups of the group G, then we de^ note by S+T the set of all the elements x in G satisfying (x, T)£S. It is readily seen 24 that the set 5-5-T is a normal subgroup of G; and if 5 and T are characteristic subgroups of G, so is their commutator quotient S-r-T. The best known example is the center 1-5-G of the group G or more generally :
The upper central series:
Interesting relations between upper and lower central series öf a finite £-group have been discovered by P. Hall. 25 There are, however, fundamental differences, since the one series is descending, the other ascending, the one consists of fully invariant subgroups, the other of strictly characteristic subgroups which need not be fully characteristic.
In analogy to the definition of N-and 5-groups one is led to the Z-groups, meeting the following requirement.
(Z) Every element in G is contained in at least one Zi(G).
A finite group is known to be a Z-group if, and only if, it is an iV-group. But in general no such relation holds. The non-abelian free groups are examples of iV-groups with centers equal to 1, and there 
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exist ^-groups with this property. 27 An example of a Z-group, not an i\T-group, will be constructed in Appendix II. 28 APPENDIX II : NILPOTENCY OF N-GROUPS If x and y are elements of order a power of p in the iNT-group G without elements of order 0, then the order of xy is of the form ip J ' where i is an integer prime to p. We denote by W the subgroup generated by x and y; and we put (xy) p =2 so that z is an element of the order i prime to p. Consequently rs~sr for r in G(p) and 5 in G(q). Now it is readily seen that G is the direct product of its primary components G(p), as we desired to prove.
The condition that the group G be an iV-group, though indispensa- It is readily seen that the crosscut B p<a of all the groups B p% is the cyclic group of order p, generated by 6, and that B/B p<a is the direct product of a cyclic group of order p by a cyclic group of order Let finally G be the group obtained by adjoining to B elements t(i) subject to the relations :
This group G is an extension of the group B by the group of automorphisms, generated by the g(iY$.
Since G/B and B are both abelian ^-groups, G itself is a £-group. Furthermore G (2) = l. One verifies inductively that *G = J3 P * and that the crosscut of the subgroups *G is therefore B p(a 9^ 1. Thus G has been shown to be a £-group, an S-group, but not an iV-group.
Furthermore one verifies by complete induction that Zi(G), the ith term in the upper central series of G, is generated by the elements t(j) f°r 0<j<i and by the elements x in B which satisfy x pi~ 1. Thus G is a Z-group.
3. Burnside's problem. Before the impact of topology on group theory made itself felt, group theory was concerned almost exclusively with the study of finite groups. Practically the first fact noticed by the student of finite groups is that the orders of the elements in a finite group are bounded and different from 0. This latter property defines a larger class of groups, which we are going to discuss now.
If the orders of the elements in the group G are bounded, then there exists the l.c.m. of the orders of all the elements in G. If m is this number, then x m = 1 for every x in G. Every group G is the homomorphic image of a free group F. If N is the kernel 31 of the homomor- and thus one is led to the question whether there exists to every positive integer n an integer n 1 such that
The answer to this question is clearly in the negative, since we have noted before that n G^G n implies that G/G n is the direct product of its ^-components whereas not every group satisfying G n = 1, for some n y is the direct product of its ^-components. As a matter of fact a still stronger result may be proved.
If the free group F is not abelian, and if F/F n is an N-group, then n is a power of a prime.
For a proof of this theorem see Appendix III. For prime powers n we prove in Appendix III a still stronger result; to wit:
If there exists an integer n' such that n 'GSG n for every group G, then n is a prime. 32 pm | s t h e subgroup generated by all the mth powers of elements in the group F. 88 This is the reason why so much more emphasis is laid upon the commutator subgroups than upon these subgroups F m .
Levi and van der Waerden [l, p. 155],
Whether or not the converse of either of these theorems holds true is not known at present; and a decision would constitute an important step towards a solution of Burnside's problem.
The problem as Burnside himself conceived it was stated in a more limited fashion than we have considered it, since he imposed the additional restriction upon the groups under consideration that they should be generated by a finite number of elements. For these groups he has stated two famous conjectures. A similar restatement of (I) is impossible because of the existence of simple groups. But for prime powers n this is possible, if one recalls that the lower central series of a finite £-group ends with the identity and that <(F/jF n ) = (*/? F n )/F n ; and thus we obtain the following conjecture.
(I') If n is a power of a prime, and if m is a positive integer, then there exists an integer h -h{n, m) such that h F g F n for F a free group of rank m.
That (I') and (II') imply the finiteness of F/F n is a consequence of the following easily verified fact. If the group G is generated by a finite number of elements, and if every element in G is of finite order, then G/ { G and G/G (i) are both finite groups. But (I') and (II') for prime powers are essentially equivalent conjectures, as may be seen from the following theorem, a proof of which may be found in Appendix III.
If G is a p-group, generated by a finite number of elements, then there exist to every positive integer i integers V, i" such that V G ^ G<*\ G<«"> £ *G.
But in case these conjectures should not be verified, then this theo- 86 The rank r(F) of the free group F is the number of elements in any free set of generators of F. It is at the same time the rank of the free abelian group F/(F t F),
rem still asserts that a p-group which is generated by a finite number of elements is an N-group if, and only if, it is an S-group.
The importance of these statements may be seen from the following almost obvious equivalence.
If n is a power of a prime, and if F is a free group of finite rank, then the following two conditions are necessary and sufficient for finiteness of F/F\ (a) F/F n is an N-group. (b) The lower central series of F/F n is finite.
But by the preceding remarks we may substitute for (a) and (b) the following conditions.
(a') F/F n is an S-group. (b') The derived series of F/F n is finite. If n is a prime power such that F/F n is an N-(or 5-)group for every free group F of finite rank, then one may verify the corresponding statement for every F/F n with free F. Furthermore it is immediately seen that F/F n is an iV-group if, and only if, F n is the crosscut of the subgroups *F F n for all the integers i. The fact that free groups are i\f-groups may be considered an encouraging sign. But more is known. For Zassenhaus [2] proved a theorem from which it is easy to derive the fact that 1 is the crosscut of the groups *F F pV for p a prime and i = l, 2, • • • . All this, however, does not suffice to prove (a). Thus it may be a consolation to know that it is possible to substitute for (a) and (a') the following weaker conditions without impairing the validity of the above statements.
( PROOF. Suppose that n~n'n" is the product of the two relatively prime integers n' and n" both of which are different from 1. Denote by S the direct product of n r cyclic groups each of which is of order n", and let 5(1), • • • , s(n f ) be a basis of S. There exists one and only one automorphism k of S which maps s(i) for 0<i<n' upon s(i+l) and s{n') upon 5(1). This automorphism k is clearly of order n'. Consequently there exists a group T which is obtained by adjoining to S an element t subject to the relations:
This group T is an extension of the abelian group S of order #" n ' by the cyclic group T/S of order n'. If x is an element in T, then x n ' is in S and x n = {x n ') n "' = 1, since S w " = l. Furthermore it is readily seen that T may be generated by the two elements t and 5(1). But T is not the direct product of its primary components, since the two elements t and 5(1) of the relatively prime orders n' and n" do not permute.
Since F is a non-abelian free group, its rank is at least 2 and consequently there exists a homomorphism h of F upon T. If H is the kernel of the homomorphism h, then we deduce F n^H from !T n = l; and thus h induces a homomorphism of F/F n upon T. Since T is not the direct product of its primary components, neither is F/F n , as homomorphisms map primary components upon primary components. We proved in Appendix II that iV-groups without elements of order 0 are the direct products of their primary components. Hence F/F n is not an iV-group if n is not a power of a prime. THEOREM 2. If there exists an integer n' such that n 'GSG n for every group G, then n is a prime.
PROOF. Suppose that w, n' are positive integers such that n 'F^F n for every free group F of finite rank (this hypothesis which is weaker than the one enunciated in the theorem will be shown to be suffi-dent). Then F/F n satisfies n '(F/F n )=*l. Hence F/F n is an iV-group and it follows from Theorem 1 that n is a power of a prime.
It has been shown elsewhere 89 that there exists a group G with the following properties :
(i) Both G/(G, G) and (G, G) are direct products of cyclic groups of order p.
(ii) The center of G is equal to 1. From (i) one infers in particular that G (2) = 1 and that G pt = 1. Thus there exists a representation of G as a quotient group of a free group : G^F/N satisfying F* %^N . Suppose now that the prime power n*=p m is not a prime, so that Km. Then it follows from a preceding remark that F n £N and that G is a homomorphic map of F/F n . Suppose now that the element x in F belongs to n 'F. Then there exists a free factor V oi F which is a free group of finite rank such that x belongs to n ' V. Now we may apply the hypothesis stated at the beginning of the proof, namely that n 'V^ V n . Thus x belongs to V n and therefore to F n t and we have shown:
n 'FSF n^N . But this shows that the lower central series of G = F/N is finite and ends with 1, a fact that is readily seen to contradict (ii). This contradiction proves that n is a prime.
Let us term the positive integer n Bumsidean if F/F n is finite for every free group F of finite rank. Then we may prove the following converse of Theorem 1.
THEOREM 1'. If n is a Bumsidean prime power, and if F is a free group, then F/F
n is an N-group.
PROOF. If x is an element not 1 in F, then there exists a homomorphism h oi F upon a free group V of finite rank such that x h 5^1, since F is the free product of two free groups V and W, the first one of which contains x and is of finite rank. This homomorphism h maps F { upon V* and *F upon *V for every positive i. If x were contained in the crosscut "F of the subgroups *F, then x h would belong to the crosscut U V of the subgroups *V. But n is a Bumsidean prime power. Thus V/V n is finite and of order a power of a prime. Hence there exists an integer w such that W V^ V n . Since x h belongs to U V, it belongs to w V and therefore to V n . But this implies that x belongs to F* f and hence we have shown "FSF", a fact that is equivalent to the assertion : F/F n is an iV-group. We note that it would have been sufficient for our proof to make the hypothesis : F/F n is an JV-group for every free group F of finite rank, a hypothesis that is considerably weaker than the assumption that n is Burnsidean.
As an application of Theorem 1' we prove a converse of the theorem proved in Appendix II. THEOREM PROOF. It is a consequence of a theorem established in Appendix II that iV-groups H satisfying H n = 1 are the direct products of their primary components. Homomorphisms map direct products of pgroups upon direct products of ^-groups, proving the sufficiency of our condition.
Suppose conversely that G is the direct product of its primary components. If w=£(l)
The group G(i) may be represented as a quotient group F(i)/M{i) of a free group F(i); and clearly F(i) n(i)^M (i). Thus G(i) is the homomorphic image of F(i)/F(i) nii) . By hypothesis n(i) is a Burnsidean prime power and thus it follows from Theorem 1' that R(i) -F(i)/F(i) n(i)
is an N-group. If R is the direct product of the i^-groups R(i), then R n = l, R is an iV-group and G is the homomorphic image of R, proving our contention.
THEOREM 4. If G is a p-group, generated by a finite number of elements, then there exist to every positive integer i integers i', i
!t such that
PROOF. It is a consequence of a theorem quoted in §1 that we may select as V' any integer satisfying i<2*".
are abelian groups the orders of whose elements are powers of the prime p, since such abelian groups are finite if they are generated by a finite number of elements, one proves inductively by the usual application of the Reidemeister-Schreier method 40 that G/ 3 'G and G/G™ are finite groups. Thus G/G (i) is a finite £-group, and such groups are known to have the property that their lower central series is finite and ends with 1. Hence there exists an integer V such that i'iG/G™) -! and this is equivalent to i'GSG^. A group may be given either by inner properties or by some sort of representation. An example of the first kind of definition is the following one : the abelian group of order p n the orders of whose elements are 1 and p. An example of the second kind is the customary definition of the symmetric group of degree n. Though it is certainly more desirable to characterize a group by inner properties, it is more common to define it by some sort of representation, and very often a suitable representation makes a group better accessible to treatment.
H. Hopf 41 has recently discovered a group invariant derived from a representation of a group as a quotient group. He showed that for normal subgroups N of free groups F the quotient group depends only on the structure of F/N, and is an invariant of F/N. Now the groups F/F n , discussed in §3, are defined by their representations only. Thus these Hopfian invariants and their generalizations may be a tool in their investigation.
We indicate a new proof of Hopf s invariance theorem which has the advantage of being a convenient basis for many important generalizations. To simplify notation we restrict ourselves to a discussion of the lower central series, which is quite typical.
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Suppose that if is a normal subgroup of the group H. Then H/M is a representation of a certain group G. We define inductively subgroups iM by the formulas : oM=M, *Af = (H, t _iJkf). Then every iM is a normal subgroup of H, and we note the following inequalities : iM £ *H 9 iM £ i^M and I^<I-f *H. 
Let us consider an endomorphism

